
Dependable,  

efficient operation 

and long-lasting 

quality make  

Aire-Flo the brand  

to trust when every 

dollar counts. 

HEATING H i g h - E f f i c i e n c y

92AF
Gas Furnace

Warranty: 
20-year limited 
     —heat exchanger 
5-year limited 
     —parts* 

92% AFUE



HEATING
92AF
High-Efficiency 

Gas Furnace

Raise your comfort level, while  
enjoying lower utility bills
The 92AF gas furnace has an energy  
efficiency rating of 92% AFUE, which means  
it can save you  hundreds of dollars each year  
on your utility bills, compared to older, less- 
efficient furnaces. A multi-speed blower motor  
allows the airflow to be set to meet your specific  
home comfort needs. 

Take even more comfort in  
long-lasting performance
When temperatures drop outside, you want a furnace 
that you know will provide consistent, reliable warmth. 
The 92AF delivers, with robust components that are 
built to last. The aluminized-steel heat exchanger—the 
part of the furnace that moves the heat produced by the 
furnace into your home—allows maximum heat output 
with minimum resistance to airflow with a unique 
weld-free crimp design. The dependable hot-surface 
ignition, supported by self-diagnostic controls, provides 
dependable, efficient heat when you need it most.

Overall Dimensions

Model Number
Depth 

(inches) 
Width 

(inches) 
Height 

(inches) 

92AF1UH045P08B 28-1/2 17-1/2 33

92AF1UH045P12B 28-1/2 17-1/2 33

92AF1UH070P08B 28-1/2 17-1/2 33

92AF1UH070P12B 28-1/2 17-1/2 33

92AF1UH090P12C 28-1/2 21 33

92AF1UH090P16C 28-1/2 21 33

92AF1UH110P16C 28-1/2 21 33

92AF1UH110P20C 28-1/2 21 33

92AF1UH135P20D 28-1/2 24-1/2 33

92AF1DF045P12B 28-1/2 17-1/2 33

92AF1DF070P12B 28-1/2 17-1/2 33

92AF1DF090P16C 28-1/2 21 33

92AF1DF110P20C 28-1/2 21 33

Due to our policy of continuous improvement, specifications are subject to 
change without notice.

Energy Efficiency
•	 	92%	AFUE 

Annual Fuel Utilization Efficiency (AFUE) represents how 
efficiently a furnace converts fuel to energy. The higher the AFUE 

percentage, the more energy-efficient the furnace.

Home Comfort
•	 	Multi-speed	blower	motor	takes	your	comfort	 

to the next level 

Reliable Performance
•	 	Corrosion-resistant	cabinet	made	with	strong	 

pre-painted steel is built to last

•	 	Run-tested	at	the	factory	to	ensure	faultless	
performance

Indoor Air Quality
•	 	Designed	with	built-in	accessory	connections	for	 

easy integration with products to improve your 
home’s indoor air quality

Warranty
•	 	20-year	limited	warranty	on	aluminized	steel	heat	

exchanger; 5-year limited warranty on parts.  
See warranty certificate for details on a 10-year 
extended parts warranty.
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* This product is eligible for an extended limited parts warranty.  
Requires proper registration. Ask your dealer for details.

For more than 50 years, Aire-Flo has delivered economy and reliability 
to the tens of thousands of families all across the country that have 
trusted us to help make their homes more comfortable. Make Aire-Flo 
your choice for high-quality, energy-efficient home heating and cooling. 


